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Again that dread uncertainty would cloud
my heavens fair,
And tho, I longed for peace and rest—that
question mark was there.
At last I saw if I would pass inside the
pearly gate
I must not live, as many do, at such a dying rate.
I just confessed my lack and, lo! I lost my
every care
That question mark has disappeared—it is
no longer there.

When God would bless His people so that
they would shout and sing,
That envy in my soul would rise and such
misgivings
bring;
When others had the Victory, I trembled in
my chair,
I dared not testify for, oh! that question
mark was there.
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The reason there's a question mark and
you are so afraid,
Some idol dear lurks in your heart—the
price was never paid;
But you must take the Bible track—confess, believe, obey,
And then the Lord Himself will take that
question mark away.—Selected.

Sometimes the clouds would seem to lift
for just a little while,
When conscience would interrogate I could
not sing or smile;
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There used to be a question mark that stood
before my eyes,
My title was not just quite clear to mansions in the skies;
For when I knelt before my bed to say my
evening prayer
I was uneasy all the time—that
question
mark was there.
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE
RELIEF NOTES
The Relief Situation in Honan, China
The following paragraph is taken from a
report concerning the relief situation in
China, prepared by S. J. Goering and J. D.
Graber:
"The Honon area has suffered from a
whole series of calamities. Flood, locusts, drouth, and the ravages of war
have stalked hard on the heels on one
another through the Province. It is estimated that during 1943 one million people starved in this Province alone. Besides flood, which silted up and practically destroyed over a hundred villages
in Honan, the dykes of the Yellow
River were breached as a military necessity causing a radical change in the
course of this great river through the
Province. This has inundated, destroyed, or surrounded with water other
hundreds of villages. . . . This has
thrown thousands of people out of employment and thus robbed them of their
only means of livelihood. As a result
of all these streams refugees have left
the Province for other parts of China
and there has thus been a tragic and
wide-spread dislocation of normal life.
The task of reconstruction and rehabilitation will be colossal."
China Relief Director Preparing to Leave
S. F. Pannabecker, who has been appointed to take charge of M.C.C. war sufferer's
relief in China, is proceeding with arrangements to leave this country in the very near
future. According to present plans he will
fly into China to take up the work where
Brothers Goering and Graber left off.
Brother Pannabecker has served as a Mennonite missionary in North China for two
terms of service and is familiar with the
present relief situation in China.
Tree Planting Season
The following item has been taken from
the May issue of the Sideling Hill C.P.S.
Camp paper, "Turnpike Echo!":
"Tree planting season is in full swing
with all available men aiding in the
planting program.
On cooperating
farms approximately 175,000 trees have
or will be planted during the season.
These trees are mostly white and red
pine, with some spruce and locust."
Colonization in Mexico Studied
The Mennonite Aid Section has been asked
to assist the Church of God in Christ Mennonites to make a study of past and present
Mennonite colonization efforts in Mexico.
.J. Winfield Fretz, who is secretary of this
Section, recently left the Akron Office to
carry out such a study.
Refugee Camp Gets Under Way
In a lengthy letter, dated April 18, Delvin
Kirchhofer, Mennonite relief worker among
Yugoslav refugees in the Middle East, related a number of his experiences. The following paragraph is taken from his letter:
"One can see slow progress has been
made in getting the camp into working
order. We have some more tools now
and the work shops are gradually producing more and varied articles. Wood
is extremely scarce in this part of the
world and that is a great handicap to
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C.P.S. NOTES
Congress and C.P.S.

At the time of this writing, two measures
us. This week we expect to get the
are before Congress that concern C.P.S.
shoe cobblers to work, also the gardmen. The first one has to do with the matter
eners to produce a few vegetables. By
of using monies from the frozen farm fund
using the water from the bath house as
for the support of C.P.S. dependents. The
irrigation water and adding some Nile
"frozen fund" represents the accumulated
soil which we transport in, we think we
wages of C.P.S. men who are on dairy farm
can have a few things growing and we
service. The House Military Affairs Comcertainly have plenty of farmers who
mittee has reported favorably on a bill percould be able and willing to do somemitting the use of these funds for the supthing for us in that line."
port of the dependents of C.P.S. men. The
bill has yet to pass both House and Senate.
Relief Worker in Training School
The other measure is a rider attached to
Ervin Hooley, Hammet, Idaho, has been
Military Appropriations Bill. This rider
accepted as a member of the relief training- the
school set up by United Nations Relief and is similar to the Starnes rider which was
Rehabilitation Administration at College passed last year forbidding C.P.S. men to
Park, Maryland. The school at the present engage in foreign relief service. The Starnes
time is giving intensive courses in relief ad- rider expires June 30, 1944.
ministration, language, etc., in connection
CO.'s Featured in "Yank"
with plans for-relief service in the Middle
East.
The April 21 issue of Yank, the weekly
magazine of the armed forces, carried a
Relief Clothing Shipments
full-page article concerning the work of
The MCC relief workers in the Middle C.P.S. men in Puerto Rico, titled "Conchies
East have requested for some time that a in Puerto Rico." The article was objective in
shipment of relief clothing from the Ephrata its viewpoint and rather commended the
Depot might be sent into the Egypt area. work of C. P. S. men in Puerto Rico. The
Permission has finally been granted and following excerpts are taken from the
shipment of clothing will be distributed by article:
the relief workers among needy Yugoslav,
"Conscientious objectors are helping to
Greek and probably Polish refugees, who bring medical relief to hundreds of diseasehave been forced to flee hundreds of miles ridden
Puerto Ricans, and two of the confrom their homes taking only things which
chies interned here have died while performcould be carried.
ing this kind of service. . . . This is no time
A small shipment of relief clothing, about to glamorize young Americans who decline
800 pounds, is also being sent to Puerto Rico to fight for their country because war is
to be used in connection with the hospital against their moral principles, but the conat the unit at La Plata. This shipment con- scientious objectors are helping in a major
sists mostly of sheets, pillow cases, blankets engagement in America's backyard: a
and other articles for use in the hospital.
tough battle against disease. . . . By act of
Congress, no appropriation may be made by
WASHINGTON NOTES
the'Federal government to pay conscientious
With the army now at full strength, Se- objectors. . . . So it is little wonder that
lective Service has clarified its general the average conchy is broke; he is sweating
policies regarding the draft of men for re- out the duration on $5.00 a month."
placements. The same regulations and pracN.S.B. 101's Should Be Returned
tices will apply to IV-E registrants as to
Immediately
those going into the military forces.
For men in the 18-26 age bracket, only
It has been requested that men about to
"key" men performing "critical" work will be inducted in C.P.S., who receive the form
continue to receive limited-term deferments. 101 from National Service Board, should
The army particularly wants men in this return the form immediately. The impresage group.
sion that the holding of this form will delay
For men 26-30, "necessary" men in "es- the time of induction is not eorrect. The assential" activities can generally count on de- signment is made whether the form is rer
ferment for another six months, "Essential" ceived or not, and when the form is not reactivities are defined as those in support of ceived valuable information is withheld
the war effort or necessary to the national from both the N.S.B. and the Service Comhealth, safety or interest.
mittee that would assist in the assignment.
For men 30 or over, participation in "essential" activities will be generally enough
PEACE SECTION NOTES
for indefinite deferment.
Men in IV-F, whose number reached a
Words of Personal Counsel
new high of 4,048,914 as of May 1, may
count on "indefinite deferment" if they are
The Supplement to the MCC Peace Secengaged in essential activities. An overall tion Handbook and Draft Manual which was
policy toward IV-F's was being debated by recently printed and is now ready for disthe Senate Military Affairs Committee tribution, contains the following item;
which is considering the Bailey-Brewster
"With the pressure for ever greater
"work or fight" proposal.
numbers of men and the drafting of
many fathers, we as nonresistant people
Bailey-Brewster
should fortify ourselves more than ever
At the same time, newspaper columnists
before for whatever may lie ahead. We
and other observors were predicting that all
have pledged ourselves to pay whatever
attempts to get a National Service Act or
price may be required to maintain our
some other modified control over labor have
conscience void of offense. It is becomfailed. The question may soon become a
ing increasingly clear that we are dedidead issue owing to the apparent unwillingcated to a task and an ideal that is not
ness of Congressmen to vote for such a
easy."
measure, they believed.
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General Conference—1944
NOTHER General Conference has gone
into the annals of history since the last
Visitor came from the press. The effect of
your prayers was most signally felt in the
spirit which prevailed throughout. Some
times there is a degree of tenseness, even
occasionally amounting to sharpness, which
characterizes our assemblies and deliberations. We praise God that the sessions of
the seventy-fourth General Conference
were free from any such manifestations. A
spirit of harmony prevailed.
In the communion service on Wednesday
evening a large number participated in
commemorating the sufferings and death of
our Lord. A wonderful spirit of reverence,
of praise and devotion pervaded the place.
Our hearts were warmed by the Spirit's
presence, and were melted together in
bonds of brotherly love. We are in preparation for the glad day when together with
our Christ and all the faithful pilgrims of
the ages, we will drink the cup of fellowship anew in our Father's kingdom.
As is usually the case, a number of
Boards and Committees held meetings before the opening of Conference to dispose
of some of their work. One Committee was
in session from Monday morning. Conference opened at 8:00 o'clock on Thursday
morning, for roll-call and preliminary
organizational procedure. There followed
a short recess during which time the Boards
and Committees convened with the substitute members appointed by Conference. It
is to be especially commended that only a
very few members of Boards and Committees were absent. And the representation in Conference as a whole was most
gratifying.
At 9:30 Conference reconvened for its
formal opening and Conference Sermon.
Bish. Charlie Byers used as his subject,
"Measuring Success," with the theme taken
from Matt. 25:19-25. We hope to have a
full report of this Conference Sermon in
the next issue of the Visitor.
The Moderators' instructions to the Conference followed. Bish. Ulery used Romans
12 stressing our obligation to God first of
all, and then our conduct toward other persons and things: our conduct toward believers, our conduct toward business, our
conduct toward opposers, our conduct toward outsiders, our conduct toward government. In this time of violence when the
• very air seems to be charged with strife, it
is almost impossible to avoid having the
carnal principle of fighting aroused if it is
still in the heart. But the hope and the
challenge was given Conference to permit
the love of God to permeate and activate
all their discussions, and guide all decisions. "The rule of love transcends parliamentary law" he concluded. And while
parliamentary rules are helpful in promoting the most orderly procedure, for the

A

people of God the highest rule of all is
love. And the purpose of discussion should
be to a constructive end, to reach the best
possible solution of the given problem.
It would be impossible to give anything
like a complete resume of the business
translated by Conference within the scope
of this editorial. We will touch briefly on
only a few of the issues of widest general
interest and importance.
The Foreign Mission Board plans to
send the following missionaries to the field
within the next few months: Rev. and Mrs.
Arthur Climenhaga, Rev. and Mrs. Amos
Ginder, Anna Wolgemuth, Ruth T. Hunt,
Lula G. Asper. Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Hall
will also return to the field as soon as permission is secured to take children. Emma
Rosenberger and Effie Rohrer will be sent
to India as soon as the way is open. A
most outstanding financial report was
given, after which the congregation stood
and sang "Praise God from Whom All
Blessings Flow," concluding by raising an
offering of $2100.
The General Sunday School Board reported a gain in attendance this year, in
contrast with the past several years when
there has been a rather sharp decrease.
New schools were also opened during the
year. They reported the conversion c-f one
hundred and twenty-one Sunday School
students.
The Publication Board reported a very
profitable year, in spite of the many difficulties. One of the significant items was
the fact that a large supply of certain materials was on hand. With rising prices, an
unusual and almost unique opportunity for
profit was experienced. The institutions
operating under the Publication Board have
begun the system of tithing their net income.
The Committee on Doctrinal Literature
reported that its materials were nearly
completed. A few sample chapters of the
doctrinal manual were read to Conference.
The Committee was instructed to complete
its work and the Publishing House was
authorized to publish five thousand copies
at the earliest possible date, since such a
pressing need is felt for such instruction
materials.
The Board for Young People's Work
gave a very revealing glimpse into the
thinking of our brethren in C.P.S. It
should stir the Church to keep closer contact with the needs and the development
of attitudes among these men.
The petition for conformity to dress
standards demonstrated the vital interest of
the Church in this live issue. Some very
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warm but kindly discussion was followed
,by its reference to a special committee selected from the General Education Board,
the General Sunday School Board, and the
Board for Young People's Work. We trust
our beloved brotherhood will be enabled
to stem the tide of immodesty and inconsistency that is sweeping the masses with it.
The General Education Board made its
allocation of the funds raised in the past
year's solicitation drive. In a brief and
simple but very impressive ceremony the
checks were handed to the representatives
of our four schools. It is most highly commendable that the Church sees her privilege
in putting her educational institutions on
a sound financial basis during this period
of "easy money."
Conference took action making an Assistant Moderator ineligible for the same
office in the succeeding year. But he is
eligible for the office of Moderator. This
was designed to broaden the participation
in the chair of our General Conferences.
These offices have been inclined to return
to a certain few individuals.
An unusual petition came to the Moderator toward the close of Conference, from
one of our C.P.S. men. It called for a
confirmation of our support, not so much
financially as morally and spiritually, of
the program which we have instituted as an
expression of our conscientious objection
to war. There was an unanimous expression from the Conference body in support
of our stand! We trust that during the
coming year we may unitedly cause our
boys to'feel that we mean what we profess.
The Relief and Service Committee report and recommendations included several
very important items. Conference confirmed our participation in an expression
of our attitude as non-resistant Christians
in case of permanent peace-time conscription A call was made for support of dependents of fathers who are drafted A
challenge was presented to brethren of the
draft age who are deferred to demonstrate
their unity with those who have been take"
by the government for service, by making
real sacrifices to contribute most generously to their support. A budget quota was
set at $10.00 per member for this Conference year to care for all the various
phases of the program. We trust that our
Heavenly Father will continue to bestow
His blessing upon our sacrificial efforts
to show forth His way of love and good
will, and we trust His wisdom to guide us
in the decisions which confront us ir
constantly changing situation.
The weather was most conducive to a
pleasant Conference. There was a decided
absence of the oppressive heat which often
prevails. A few showers only served to
keep the atmosphere fresh and clean. We
trust that the decisions of this Conference
will work out for eternal good and salvation to multitudes.
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the admission of our need of another's
ability. Faith links us to Christ and is the
means of our appropriation of His merit.
In the New Testament, faith, in its fullest
meaning, means trust. The first idea is belief in a fact, I John 5 : 1 ; the second is belief in a person's word, John 4 : 2 1 ; and the
last is the fullest trust in a person as in
John 3:16. Thus faith in its complete
sense includes the assent of the mind and
the consent of the will.

JUSTIFICATION
Miriam Little
"Being justified
freely
by His grace
through the redemption that is in
Christ Jesus." Rom. 3:24.
GOOD definition of justification is
found in the Church of England
Article, "We are accounted righteous before God." Justification is concerned with
our spiritual relation rather than our
spiritual condition.
Through the fall in the Garden of Eden,
man's true relationship to God was lost.
Sin is rebellion against the Will of God,
and thus we are separated from Him, by
guilt and condemnation.
Justification is the restacation of our
true relationship to God. It removes condemnation by forgiveness, which is a gift.
Upon confession and repentance for sins,
man is forgiven; forgiveness may not be
acquired in any other manner. Justification
also includes the removal of guilt by the
imputation of righteousness and restores
fellowship with God to. us. This is born
out in three questions which'Paul asks in
the eighth chapter of Romans. In verses
thirty-three, four, and five, we read, "Who
shall lay anything to the charge of God's
elect?" "Who is he that condemneth?"
Who shall separate us from the love of
Christ?"
Through justification, we receive more
than just pardon. This is better than the
old law as Paul forcibly states in Acts
13:38, 39 which reads: "Be it known unto
you therefore, men and brethren, that
through this man is preached unto, you the
forgiveness of sins: And by him all that
believe are justified from all things, from
which ye could not be justified by the law
of Moses." A criminal may be pardoned,
but he is not considered righteous. When
God pardons our sins, it is accounted unto
us for righteousness. Man can forgive his
fellow-men but he cannot justify h i m ; God
does both. Forgiveness is repeated time
after time, but justification is complete and
therefore is separate from a succession of
forgiveness. It covers the whole of our
lives. In general, justification is reinstatement.

A

Justification is complete from the first.
In the parable of the prodigal son, the father did not make the boy stand outside the
door, until by his works he showed repentance, but he went out to meet him and
heartily welcomed his return. So in our
own lives, when we make a move Godward,
He gladly comes to meet us and we are received back into Divine favor. We are at
once restored to all our privileges as a
Child of God.
The basis of our justification is "only on
the account of the merit of our Lord Jesus Christ." The "merit" of Christ, as
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used here, refers to His atoning work, by
which He bought our redemption. Christ's
perfect obedience, even unto death by
which He paid the penalty for our transgressions, is the ground of our redemption.
This merit is put to our account so that
now God looks at us through Him, not
Faith is so strongly emphasized in this
only as pardoned, but also as being righteous. "He who knew no sin, was made sin connection because it is the only possible
for us, that we might become God's right- - - answer to God's revelation. It has been so
eousness in Him." II Cor. 5:21.
even as far back as Abraham's days. In
Paul, with reference to the "merit" of the eleventh chapter of Hebrews there are
our Lord, emphasized the fact that our various illustrations of faith, all of which
justification is through faith in Christ, and imply a response to a previous revelation.
not for our own works or deservings. Just as the absence of faith between man
Under the old law, man had to seek for- and man is a barrier to communion, so it
giveness for sin numerous times and was is in things spiritual. As Hooker once
only forgiven by his act of obedience to said, "God doth justify the believing man,
the law of sacrifice. The mere obedience to yet not for the worthiness of his belief, but
the letter of the law in the Old Testament for His worthiness who is believed." We
was not equal to justification. God re- are not justified by belief in Christ, but
quires perfect obedience and man cannot by Christ in whom we believe. Faith is
render this. Gal. 3:10—"But that no man iOnly valuable as it leads us to Him who
is justified by the law in the sight of God, has wrought for us a perfect righteousness.
Justification in Christ through faith is a
it is evident: for, the just shall live by
faith." Human nature is to try to estab- necessity for spiritual health. Justification
lish its own righteousness, but failure is by faith is the foundation of peace. "The
always the result. The Jews and mankind soul looks backward, outward, upward,
today have failed in this inability. Justi- and onward, and even inward, and is able
fying righteousness must be by perfect to say with the Apostle, 'justified from all
obedience, and the Lord Jesus is the only things,' and as a result of 'being justified
One who rendered it.
by faith, we have peace with God.' Rom.
Christ's merit becomes ours "by faith." 5 : 1 . " Justification is immediate, certain,
"And by him all that believe are justified complete and abiding.
from all things, from which ye could not
Justification by faith is the only answer
be justified by the law of Moses." Acts to the moral perplexities of original sin.
13:39. Faith is not the ground of justifica- It is the secret of spiritual liberty. It is
tion, but only its channel. Faith is the ac- the necessity for spiritual power and the
knowledgement of our own inability and foundation of Holiness. It is also the
secret of true spiritual service.
"Certainly, if we are to get back not
merely to the joy, peace, liberty, and
Stand Fast
power of Reformation days, but still more
to
the primitive truth of the Christian life
Gertrude
Robinson
recorded in the New Testament, we must
give the most definite prominence to this
Does a problem arise, distress you?
truth of Justification in Christ through
Does the way look blank ahead?
faith."
Messiah Bible College.
Does it seem He does not hearken?
(This
and
other
succeeding articles to apDoes it seem all help has fled?
Dont be fearful, just keep trusting,
Tho it seems, 'tis all in vain.
God is faithful, He has promised,
On His Word, stand
fast—remain.

pear in future issues of the "Visitor" were
submitted by Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga. These
were papers prepared for the class in Bible
Doctrine during the Special Term at Messiah
Bbile College this winter. We are most delighted to publish such splendid articles by
our own young people. AVe solicit more of,
them.—Editor).

In His Word it is recorded
That He heard Elijah's prayer.
He and us are of same passions,
Read, and you will find it there.

In spite of what the calendar says, the
month after Christmas is the "shortest"
of the year.

Oh, how safe to trust in Jesus,
What a blessing it doth prove,
Just to rest upon His promise,
Safe abiding in His love.

The Lord gives joy instead of gloom;
we want to let the people outside see the
joy of the Lord..
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FOUGHT-FINISHED-KEPT
Isaiah F. Bashore
confidence. People who are following
Christ never make a fuss or much show
about it. It is quiet, steady, blessed work.
claims. I have fought a good fight, I have * Like the hour hand of the clock, it does its
finished my course, I have kept the faith. work slowly and surely; while the minute
(II Tim. 4:7) He reviews the Christian life hand gets over twelve times as much
as a warfare, and so it is, (Eph. 6:12). We ground in a day, it accomplishes only as
are told at another place to fight the good much in the end of the day as the other.
fight of faith (I Tim. 6:12) and as we
We need to take time often to think
wage this battle, we are instructed as to seriously of these profound truths in this
our weapons (II Cor. 10:4-6).
busy age in which we are living. How true
Again he views that life as a course, and of this modern age, we can sum it up in
But
for him as well as for each of us it is a three words: hurry, worry, bury.
course mapped out by God. How well Job reader, then what? In order to guard the
recognized this'in the words, "But he know- faith, we need to be"ar the shield of faith,
eth the way that I take, when he has tried for we need that to quench the fiery darts
m e , I shall come forth as gold" (Job of the wicked; (Eph. 6:16) it is our de23:10). We are so glad to know that the fensive weapon. The enemy cannot pierce
One leading in this course has gone the
way before us and we need not fear to follow. (Job 2 8 : 7 ) . "There is a path which
Christian, Be of Good Cheer
no fowl knoweth and which the vulture's
eye hath not seen." I hear some one say,
what is that path or way? The answer is, "As thou goest. step by step I will open up
the way before thee."—Prov. 4:12.
by way of Calvary—no ravenous beast or
fowl is on that path. The way to .the city
is not by way of morality, nor reformation, Child of my love, fear not the unknown
morrow,
nor ritualism, but by way of the Cross, for
Dread
not the new demand life makes of
that way leads home. There is a finality to
thee;
this course noted in the word finished, and
all through the course there is a something Thy ignorance doth hold no cause for sorrow,
to be kept, "The Faith." This is the part
Since what thou knowest not is known to
of the Scripture we wish by the guidance
me.
of the Holy Spirit to enlarge upon.

s PAUL looks back over his marvelous
life of faith and glad sacrifice for
A
Christ, His Lord, he made three great

Keeping the faith suggests guardianship
over it, or adorning, and manifesting it in
our lives. The Hebrew writer declares,
that without faith it is impossible to please
God (chap. 11:6) exorting us also to hold
fast the profession (or confession) of our
faith without wavering (Heb. 10:23).
Without question this faith in God is not
our faith. The flesh has no faith in God;
as a gift only do we possess this faith,
which is "the faith of the Son of God"(Gal.
2 : 2 0 ) . This is the faith that is unfeigned,
the faith that is genuine, uncolored, that
works, that does something in the life, and
unto eternal life, (I Tim. 1:5; II Tim.
1:5). Note that it is not a faith of which
the Apostle speaks, but the faith. It is the
doctrine of the Lord Jesus Christ (II John
9 ) . Believers are exhorted to contend
earnestly for the faith which was once delivered to the saints. (Verse 3) This is the
faith that by the life testimony we are to
keep on guard. "Keeping the faith" is as
much a warfare as is fighting the good
fight of faith. It is retaining the faith with
calm composure and assurance in the
midst of opposition, misunderstanding,
persecution and suffering of any kind for
Christ's sake. This is accomplished not
with flurry and fuss, but with quietness and

Thou canst not see today the hidden
ing
Of My command, but thou the light
gain;
Walk on in faith, upon My promise
ing,
And as thou goest all shall be
plain.

meanshall
leanmade

One

step thou seest—than go forward
boldly,
One step is far enough for faith to see;
Take that, and thy next duty shall be told
thee,
For step by step the Lord is leading thee.

Stand not in fear thy adversaries counting,
Dare every peril, save to disobey;
Thou shall march on, all obstacles surmounting,
For I, the Strong, will open up the way.
Wherefore go gladly to the task assigned
thee
Having My promise, needing
nothing
more
Than just to know where'er the future find
thee,
In all thy journeying I go before.
—Selected.
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through the "Shield of Faith". He may
pverthrow us on many claims we may present, but faith causes him to lose in every
battle he wages. Why should faith rout
him more than any other weapon? Because it is "the faith of the Son of God"—
the faith of the all-conquering one. It is
of interest to note how Paul with his consecrated lie adorned the doctrine of faith
in Christ Jesus as he witnessed before Felix
(Acts 24:24-27). Summing up in one
whole, we have his own written testimony
to keeping the faith (II Cor. 11:23-28-30).
Then without the slightest breath of selfblasting, at the close of his full life, Paul
humbly testified: " I have kept the faith."
Proving true and faithful to the Lord in
the midst of fiery trials is a most beautiful
way of "Keeping the faith." (I Peter
1:6-7). Go through the furnace of affliction
and keep shining in the flames with the
faith of the Son of God.
We should not fail to note that this faith
which we are to keep is one that worketh
by love (Gal. 5 : 6 ) . This kind of faith
causes its possessor to help the weak in the
spirit of meekness (Gal. 6 : 1 ) . May we ask
how spiritual are we when we come to deal
with one who is overtaken? This faith
creates the priestly attitude toward the erring (Heb. 5 : 2 ) . He is one who keeps the
faith when every visible foundation quivers
and falls, when friends prove untrue, when
earthly homes collapse, when coffers are
empty, when a casket bearing a loved one
is carried out, when the very soul and life
is stripped of all that is near and dear.
This is the faith that says " N o " when the
flesh says "Yes": that says "Yes" when the
flesh says " N o . " It is the faith that always
looks up through mists of darkness and
pain, and says to the unerring Father of
love, "Not my will, but thine be done." It
is the faith that rests in His unfailing
promises, trusting though it cannot see.
Let us keep that which has been trustfully
committed unto us 'till the light of eternal dawn breaks upon our longing hearts;
then shall we truly appreciate it. (II Cor.
4:17 and Rom. 8:18). My dear reader,
what a joy it will be to be able to leave behind us at our passing into vthe glorious
beyond, this marvelous testimony, "I have
kept the faith." Then shall we meet our
Lord with joy and not with fear, and we
shall not be ashamed before Him at His
coming. (I John 2 : 2 8 ) .
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Character is that part of our body that
determines its value.

i *•» t

The greatest wickedness is to pervert
the way of heavenly wisdom.
The proof of a pure Gospel is found in
opposition as well as in conversions.
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Special Announcements
LOVE FEASTS
Ontario Spring Love l e a s t s
Clarence Center, meet a t 3:00 p. m...June 24, 25
Waterloo, meet a t 2:00 p. m
June 24, 25
Springvale, meet at 2:00 p. m
July 1, 2
"Come apart and rest awhile" a t

Holiness Camp Meeting
Roxbury, Pa.
August 5-13
Bible Teachers
Bish. 0 . B. Ulery
Springfield, Ohio
Bish. L. Shoalts
Wellandport, Can.
Evangelistic Services
Eld. A. H. Engle
Garlin, Ky,
Special Singing
Henderson Sisters
Toronto, Can.
Children's Services Each Day—Missionary
Meetings—Prayer Groups—Healing Services
Refresh Your Soul
See Programs Later
Come by train or bus, transportation provided from Shippensburg to camp each
morning.
For further information write Arthur C.
Zook, Sec'y., Chambersburg, Pa., R. D. 1.

Testimony
I want to send my testimony for Jesus
for He helps me each day and He answers
my prayers. How much He cares for me!
I hope to write something here that may
help someone, although I feel very humble.
The enemy is trying very hard to put me info confusion. But I read from the Word in
Ps. 31:24 "Be of good courage, and he shall
strengthen your heart, all ye that hope in
the Lord." I know the Lord is taking care
of me for no one else could ever do what He
has done and is doing. My heart's desire is
to please Him in all things.
Your sister in Christ,
Mrs. Elmer Griffith, Mansfield, O.

A Testimony
Greeting you in the name of our Lord Jesus with Titus 2:13 "Looking for that
blessed hope."
I am glad I am a Christian in this awful
time of trouble with sin on every hand. But
our Lord is able to take care of us.
I cannot walk but I love the Lord. He is
so dear to me in my crippled condition.
What little pain I have is nothing to what
our Lord went through for us. He is my all
in all. He saved me from my many sins. I
am looking forward to the time when the
Lord can take me Home. He is supplying
my needs and He blesses me until my cup
runs over. Today I am praying for the
church and ministers that they will give the
truth to the people. There are so many of
the ministers who shun to declare the whole
counsel of God. They are afraid of their
jobs if they tell the truth.
We need those who will preach the whole
truth. The old gospel is what the people
need. I am glad to say I belong to a people that do not shun the truth in the least.
Yours for Christ and one that loves the
church.
Archie Burkholder, Midland, Mich.
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News of Church Activity
Canada
HOUGHTON MISSION—"Commit thy
way unto the Lord; trust also in Him; and
He shall bring it to pass."
Sr. Annie E. Winger, who had been in
charge of the work here during the past
year, had to leave because of her mother's
illness. The writer came in February to be
with Sr. Winger who was alone in the mission here at the time. Then when she had to
leave I consented to stay until Conference.
No doubt workers will then be placed in this
needy field.
Since I was not here during all the quarter, this report is not as full as it might be.
Eld. John A. Nigh was here during a part
of the time.
The revival campaign in January was conducted by Eld. Riall Stump of Wakarusa,
Indiana. The attendance and spirit was
good, many receiving definite help spiritually. Several children gave their hearts to
the Lord.
Bro. and Sr. Blake Weaver were here for
a few weeks during the meetings. We appreciated their presence and help. A Bible
Conference was held January 31. Pray for
us in this part of His vineyard.
Financial Report for Jan., Feb., Mar., 1944
Balance on hand
• $268.14
Receipts
Mrs. Marshman
5.00
Sr. Angus
5.68
Mildred Hall
2.00

Sr. Mitts
1.00
George ~Mitts
,
5.00
Murray Longs
3.00
Orland Teals
5.00
Sr. P. J. Wicbe
1.00
Mamie Moore
5.00
Sr. Ray Hux
5.00
Cecil Hall
4.00
Mrs. Alton
1-00
A Friend
1-50
Charlie Cooks
10.00
Minnie Pattison
2.00
Frogmore Offerings
111.97
Sale of eggs
H-28
Total receipts and balance
$451,57
Expenditures
Table
,
$ 20.57
Chicken feed
13.40
Gas and car expense
2t>.50
Hardware
ril
Hydro
»™
Miscellaneous
oa
Stamps
"••*»
Evangelist
------;-•JJ-'<
Farewell offering for Sr. Annie Winger.. 16.45

Total

Balance on hand

fi^OO
?''"•"

In His service,
Ida W. Cassel

WELLAND MISSION—Dear Readers of
the Visitor. Great is the Lord and greatly
to be praised, and His greatness is unsearchable. We are submitting a two month
report since this closes our time as Workers at the Welland Mission. We have counted it a privilege to labor with the folks at
this place. Words fail us to express our
gratitude to all who so faithfully stood by
the work, the few years we labored here.
We thank God for victories won, for those
who have been brought into the fold, and
are rejoicing in a Saviour's love. We are
especially thankful for the increase in the
attendance in S. S. as well as in our other
services.
We thank God for those we were privileged to labor with in the Gospel. Our
hearts' cry to God for Welland is that they

may go forth conquering and to conqueror
in the name of the Lord. We may have but
a few days to gather sheaves from the Harvest field. Surely the Harvest is great but
the laborers are few. Pray for the work at
Welland, and let us be workers together
with Him.
Financial Report for April and May
Receipts
Balance on hand April 1, 1944....
$314.87
Hall
49.54
Bish. H. Schneider
3.00
Bro. George Proctor
25.00
Sr. Emily Thompson
:
1.50
A Brother and Sister
5.00
Henderson Sisters
3.00
Sr. Marie Climenhaga
2.00
Total balance and receipts
Expenditures
Food
Mission car
Gas, Hydro, Water, Phone
Fuel
Minister's travelling allowance
Washing Machine repairs
Advertising
House Furnishings
Miscellaneous
-
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When courage is low you find fault and
, hinder others, you are defeated in your own
life. The man must possess a daring spirit,
not haphazard, but willing, if need be, to
suffer martyrdom. He must possess a spirit
to go through anything. He must be a dependable man who can go through thick and
thin. "Show thyself a man." Show more
than enthusiasm: God can't use a man with
a good opinion only of those outside. A responsible man can be relied upon, and can't
make an experiment or cry out, "Oh, no!"
He can't be an easy time goer. He must
have a Holy Courage and an incentive to
seek God wholly and follow Holy.
I walked beneath the moon,
I slept beneath the sun,
I loved a life of "going to do"
And died with "nothing done."
(Excerpts from sermon of Walter Rieghard at Maytown, October 25, 1943.) Submitted by A. H. Martin.

$403.91
$

36.99
8.61
21.13
15.50
18.50
10.20
6.85
2.50
4.33

Total expenditures
$124.61
Balance on hand June 1, 1944
.-..$279.30
Donations were received from the following:
Wm. Philp, Elmer Steckley, J. Chambers, Edgar Heise, Jesse Moore, John Mater, Sr.. Eldon
Marr, Mina Baker, W. Heise, Marshall Winger,
E. Nigh, Stella Heise, E. Gilmore, Roy Shoalts.

Yours for souls,
Mary Sentz, Luella Heise

A Want Ad
(Jer. 5:1)
A man was wanted when Adam hid in
Eden. The F.B.I, wants men. Police are
after men. Insurance Companies want men.
Merchants want men for unpaid bills. And
God is calling men with certain qualities.
He who does not qualify need not apply.
Regardless of nation, church, individual or
creed, the individual must be "wholly the
Lord's," the highest type. Very few in the
Kingdom of God are wholly the Lord's. In
His service, it is not a matter of many or
few; in the market place, where buying and
selling is practiced, not many are wholly
the Lords. God needs men, must have men,
to carry messages of salvation to a dying
world. God's plan is to lift man to a higher
plain of righteousness and save mankind.
By living a Holy life and bv being born
again do we qualify. Evil thoughts from
without, and not from the heart, are a
hindrance. God chooses no unclean vessel,
or one who bears false report against those
who live Holy. When in a test, hold still.
God will take care of you if you are falsely
accused. Move the world down side up. As
long as men can move you, you can't move
anyone for God. Be set separate so the
world sees Christ. Reveal Jesus Christ in
your life. You are not bigger than what
you are under a test. What is your "reaction" when the test is on? Do not let your
light flicker.
Let people know that the house of God is
a place to go regardless who your visitor
may be. Make things bend God-ward. Stand
for righteousness. Feeble knees who are not
whole hearted in God's service are an
abomination. Man holds God responsible
when not sincerely following in his footsteps as did Adam. "The wife whom thou
gavest me."

Beloved of the Lord,
As we look around the world with all its
sorrows, calamities, corruption and unbelief,
we find nothing to cause our meditation to
be sweet. How good it is for us who by
sovereign grace have been delivered from
this present evil world, to direct our meditation to the Lord Jesus and in the language
of the Psalmist say: "My meditation of Him
shall be sweet, and I will be glad in the
Lord." (Psalm 104:34). Yes, the meditation
of our blessed Redeemer is unspeakably
sweet. He is indeed the Chief among ten
thousand, the Fairest of the fair, the Rose
of Sharon, the Lily of the Valley, the Bright
and Morning Star, yea, the Altogether
Lovely One.
Let us contemplate on His blessed earthly
life, so full of grace and truth, purity and
tenderness; His imperishable words; his
wonderful patience and long-suffering; his
conquering love, His amazing grace, and the
gracious words which proceeded out of His
mouth, revealing the love of God to lost
humanity. How marvellous were His parables of grace, and the power of His words
are changing and blessing human souls
from generation to generation. Let us meditate upon the wonder of His humiliation, for
ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,
though He was rich, yet for our sakes He
became poor, that ye through His poverty
might be rich. (JII Cor. 8). He laid aside His
glory to come down to this world of sin and
suffering. How rich He was as the Lord of
Glory, yet He became poor that we might
enjoy the riches of His grace, that He might
redeem us by His precious blood, and bestow upon us an inheritance incorruptible
and undefiled and that fadeth not away.
What depths of humiliation and sufferings
He endured for our sakes. He made Himself of no reputation, and took the form of
a servant, and was made in the likeness of
men (without sin) and being fashioned as a
man He humbled Himself, and became
obedient unto death, even the death of the
Cross. (Phil. 2) How blessed it is to contemplate upon His finished work on Calvary.
He, the Anointed One, accomplished to
God's eternal satisfaction, our Eternal salvation. What unequalled love! His blessed
life was one of fervent devotion to His
Heavenly Father, and in suffering and death
all submission and resignation to His Father's will, and He has left us an example
that we should follow in His steps.
Again our meditation of Him is sweet, as
we see Him now crowned with honour and
glory, highly exalted at the Father's right
hand ever living to make intercession for
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us. The Lord is risen indeed!
He lives as our great High Priest, our
Advocate, Representative, and Intercessor,
an all-prevailing, and unceasing intercession
for every believer. How sweet it is to meditate upon our Divine Lord, with the assurance that He is ever near, to comfort,
strengthen and to guide. How precious is
His constant companionship! Has He not
promised: "Lo, I am with thee always, even
unto the end." He is the same yesterday and
today and for ever (Heb. 13:8). In Him
there is no variableness, neither shadow of
turning.
And finally, how exceedingly sweet is the
meditation of His Return. "I will come
again and receive you unto Myself, that
where I am there ye may be also." (John
14) We shall see Him as He is; faith shall
be changed to sight, and we shall be like
Him, bearing His glorious likeness. We
shall behold the full consummation of His
grace. "And God shall wipe away all tears,
and there shall be no more death, neither
sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be
any more pain, for the former things are
passed away, and His servants shall serve
Him, and they shall see His face, and His
name shall be in their forehead.
And we shall sing the song of the redeemed. Thou art worthy—for Thou wast
slain, and hast redeemed us to God by Thy
blood. To Him be all honour and glory for
ever and ever.
May our meditation of Him ever be sweet
"till He come."
Yours in His service,
Henry C. Spence,
London, England.

Praise!
Saints of the Lord—Have you a problem,
and does there seem to be no solution? Try
praise. See Numbers 21:17, Deut. 33:26, and
Streams In the Desert, May 26. I have tried
it, and it works.
Tired, do you say ? It is God who gives us
every ounce of strength we have, and praise
pleases and honors Him.
Mary E. Murphy.

— MA RRI A G ES —
CKAWIOBD-PEESSEY—On Thursday, May
18, 1944 Mr. Shodwood Charles Russell Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Crawford of
Welland, Ont., was united in marriage to Miss
Isabel Mary Pressey, daughter of Bro. and
Sr. Norman Pressey of Welland, Ontario.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. Edward Gilmore.
May the blessing of God accompany them
through life.
HENDERSON - WINGER — On Thursday,
June 1, 1914, at 1 o'clock, Bro. John Melvin
Henderson, son of Bro. and Sr. Walter B.
Henderson, of Gormley, Ont., and Sr. Rhoda
Luella Winger, youngest daughter of Bish.
and Sr. Alvin L. Winger, of Gormley, Ont.,
were united in marriage a t the home of the
bride's parents in the presence of relatives and
friends. The ceremony was performed by the
bride's father, Bish. Alvin Winger. May God's
rich blessings accompany them through life.

— OBITU ARIES —
EVERT—Sr. Martha Ellen Evert, known as
Birdie, widow of the late Jerry Evert was born
June 12, 1858, and died at the Messiah Home
a t Harrisburg, June 6, 1944 almost 86 years of
age. She was a member of the Brethren in
Christ .Church of Mechanicsburg, Pa., for 43
years. Surviving are a nephew Ralph Spangier, York, Pa., and a niece Mrs. Guy Harold,
Hollywood, California.
Services were held Thursday, June 8, at
9:30 a. m. in the Mechanicsburg Church conducted by Rev. Roy H. Wenger of Carlisle, assisted by Rev. Jesse Myers and Rev. Irvin
Musser. Text: John 14:2, first clause. Interment in Mechanicsburg cemetery.
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FULMER—Jacob Fulmer, son of John and
Catherine (Shriner) Fulmer was born August
25, 1854, in Stark County, Ohio, and departed
this life May 4, 1944.
His marriage to Rachel Bechtel took place
March 21, 1880. To this union were born five
children. His wife, a son, Walter, who passed
away in 1921, and a daughter, Mrs. Salome
Brodbrick who died in 1934 preceded him in
death. Surviving are two daughters, Mrs.
Mary Brown of near Jamestown, Ind., Mrs.
Maud Fervida of five miles east of Nappanee,
a son Truman Fulmer of near Elkhart, Ind., 22
grandchildren and 22 great-grandchildren.
At an early age he was converted and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church in which
faith he remained faithful until death. He
was the last survivor of a family of ten chilFuneral services were conducted by H. E.
Miller and Frank Kreider; interment in Prairie
St., cemetery.
HARVEY—William Guy Harvey, the son of
Evan and Elzina C. Harvey, was born near
North Hampton, Ohio on Oct. 31, 1890, departed this life in the St. Elizabeth hospital Dayton, Ohio about 4 A. M. Wednesday, May 24,
1944, at the age of 53 years 6 months and 24
days.
He was united in marriage to Miss Johanna
Buck on Dec. 17, 1910 near North Hampton,
Ohio. To this union were born 4 sons.
Those who preceded him in death were his
father and mother, also his little son, Paul, in
his infancy. Those who remain to mourn his
departure are his wife, Johanna of Dayton,
Ohio; 3 sons, Howard and Herbert Harvey,
who are overseas, Maurice Vincent of Dayton,
Ohio; also one brother, Paul, of Detroit, Mich,
and one half brother, Claud Jorden of Dayton.
Bro. Harvey was saved a number of years
ago, but became discouraged and lost his
christian experience. We are glad to say t h a t
two years ago he found his way to the Mission and he earnestly sought the Lord for
pardon and the Lord restored unto him the
joys of salvation. Then on Aug. 2, 1942 he
was again received into the Brethren in Christ
Church by the rite of baptism. He remained
a faithful and consistent member until the
time of his death.
Funeral services were conducted a t the Dayton Mission on Friday, 2 P. M., May 26 in
charge of Bish. W. H. Boyer, assisted by Bro.
Harold Paulus and Eld. Isaac Engle.
Interment was made in the Fairview
cemetery near Englewood, Ohio.
Text — Phil. 1:21, "For to me to live is
Christ and to die is gain."
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HAVERSTICK—Mrs. Elizabeth H. Haverstick, widow of Granville F. Haverstick,
Washington Boro, Pa., was born May 25, 1866
and departed this life April 17, 1944. Aged
77 years, 10 months, 22 days.
She is survived by a daughter, Blanche,
wife of Forry B. Frey, with whom she lived,
two grandchildren, one great-grandchild; and
a sister, Mrs. Charles Temme, Philadelphia.
Mrs. Haverstick was a member of the Saint
Paul's Lutheran Church, Millersville, Pa., for
nearly 70 years. She had been in failing
health since last September. Ere she passed
away she left a testimony that she was ready
to go.
Funeral services were conducted Thursday,
April 20th a t 1:15 at the home with further
services at the Millersville Mennonite church
at 2 o'clock. Rev. Ellerslie Lebo, Millersville
and Rev. C. N. Hostetter, Sr., Washington
Boro, Pa., were in charge. Interment in adjoining cemetery.
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WINGER—Esther Winger, daughter of Hervey and Ethel (Saylor) Winger of Fort Erie,
West Ont., departed this life on Saturday.
May 20, 1944 at the age of 18 years, 10 months
and 20 days.
She leaves to mourn her departure her
bereaved parents, two brothers, Leslie and
Donald and one sister, Catherine. Also one
grandfather Bro. Elmon Winger and one
grandmother Mrs. Levi Saylor besides other
relatives and friends.
On Tuesday, May 23rd after a short service
a t the home she was brought to the Black
Creek church where further services were
conducted by Eld. Edward Nigh and Eld. Warren Winger.
Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
1 m%m
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VANATTER—Sophia
Fidelia
(Foreman)
Vanatter, widow of the late Benjamin Vanatter, died Majf 8, 1944 in her 77th year. Sr.
Vanatter was born in the township of Rainham and was converted in 1895 soon after
which she married and moved to Houghton
township.
She was a faithful member of the Brethren
in Christ Church and one of the pillars of
Houghton Mission. The large gathering at her
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funeral was one testimony of her life of
service to the church and the community. It
can he well said of her "that she has done
what she could."
She is survived by three sons, one daughter, seventeen grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted by Elder
Edward Gilmore, assisted by Elder John Nigh,
in the Frogmore tabernacle. Burial in the
Kinglake cemetery.

A n Interesting O l d Letter
Martinsville, Dec. 10, 1882
David B. Keeports,
Dear Brother:
"May the grace and peace of our Lord
Jesus Christ be with you and yours always
by all means. Amen."
I have just returned from Bro. Jacob
Good's meeting. I had expected to see you
there. The meeting was small numerically,
but full of the Spirit of God. I was glad
at receiving a letter from you, and have
carefully noted its contents. It seems you
have encountered one of those liberal persons who grant the Christian the privilege
and duty of the ballot. There was a time
when the term politics implied the peace
and safety of the commonwealth. To-day
the term means bitter party hostility, fraud
and corruption in high places. The voter of
our day must, if intelligent, read closely
secular and political papers. His mind will
necessarily become instilled with partisan
feelings. Brethren of the same church may
thus become arrayed against each other and
vote on issues directly antagonistic. Says
the apostle, "Be of the same mind." We
claim to be non-resistants in a modified
sense. War and bloodshed are not for the
child of God. Some of our non-resistant
churches voted for Lincoln in 1861. He was
a pledged war candidate. His election
brought on the rebellion. After the ranks
became depleted and drafting was restorted
to, these voting professors were drafted and
many of them came forward, not to respond
to the call of him whom they had helped to
elect, but to claim exemption on the ground
of conscientious scruples.
"Consistency,
thou art a jewel." The ballot is the freeman's prerogative. Prayer is also a freeman's right! Those whom Christ has freed
are free indeed. Free in the enjoyment of
that kingdom over which Christ rules. A
government founded on the immortal principles of "Peace on earth, good will toward
men." Let us so act that in "rendering unto Caesar the things that belong to Caesar,"
we do not grieve him who is "King of kings
and Lord of lords." Our subjection, is
manifested in the prompt payment of all
rightful claims of those in authority, in our
prayers and supplication for the chief magistrate and his subordinates. I do not have
the least of a desire to take part in the
strife of factions and parties. The attitude
of the Brethren in Christ toward those that
trangress the laws is a question of more
than ordinary import. Space forbids me to
speak on this point. I will give you my
views at the first opportunity. Accept my
thanks for Beecher's sermon.
Let us strive for more holiness, more
mortification of our members, more inward
and outward peculiarity that we may be
living Christians.
Finally, dear brother, remember me and
my work when you approach the Father in
prayer.
We are reasonably well; wish you and
yours the same blessing.
Yours in the bonds of love,
S. E. Graybill
Selected by E. J. Swalm from the columns
of the "Visitor" of 50 years ago.
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POST-WAR PROBLEMS
J. Winfield

Fretz

NLY a few years ago we read, at first
with interest but later with increased
apprehension, of the things demanded from
the Italian, Russian and German people by
their governments. We read how by gradual steps the existing political institutions
and economic systems were over thrown
and the social and religious conditions
radically changed. We heard of universal
military conscription for all males over
eighteen years of age; of military indoctrination programs for boys from six to
sixteen and we were constantly reminded
that women were being pressed into doing
men's work and later that civilian labor
was being conscripted and told where it
could or could not work. We remember the
daily pictures appearing in newspapers and
magazines showing government work programs, women standing in lines at stores
with ration coupons and crowds of unemployed radicals marching somewhere in
protest of something.

O

We pitied these people and blamed it all
on the wicked dictators wlio, most people
said, were the cause of it all.. But the
popular attitude seemed to be, "It can't
happen here," because with a self-righteous implication we thought we were a
democratic country and even better, a
Christian nation. Today this attitude of
complacency and false sense of security
reminds us of the Israelites in the days of
the prophets when they refused to listen to
the prediction that God would destroy Israel for her sins as well as the non-Israelitish nations. The Israelites for a long
time believed that because they were God's
chosen people He would not punish them
as he would other wicked contemporary nations. They had to learn through bitter experience that God chastens His own as well
as those who do not claim to be His own.

Facing Nonresistant Christians
if their prayers were not answered they
will say: "there is no God." Others will be
keenly disappointed because "unconditional surrender" will not have resulted in a
righteous world. Victory, final and complete, will not bring the peace and the
prosperity that many expect. Instead the
world will see the victor nations grabbing
the spoils of war, seizing additional territory from conquered countries, building
up stronger military systems with which to
police the world and, in a word, lay
the foundation for a Third World War.
HATRED

The techniques of hatred, bitterness and
disregard for the personalities of those we
do not like, nurtured and cultivated during
the war, and taught to millions of our best
young men at home and abroad will find
expression in national selfishness and domestic greed and jealousies. There will be
increased racial hatred between Jew and
Gentile, Negro and White, Oriential and
Occidental. Because of those conditions
many will become pessimistic and lose
faith in all that is good in life. This cynicism and disillusionment is one of the postwar conditions with which we shall have to
deal.
FURTHER STATE CONTROL

There is every indication that the postwar world will see an increase of totalitarianism or state control in our own country.
Evidences of this are already obvious on
many fronts. The steady growth of government regulation of business, industry,
and agriculture; the far-reaching governmental provision for social security, fittingly called the "cradle-to-the-grave" program, claims to provide for all who need
it in times of sickness, accident, unemployiiiiiimiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiHiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiii

THINGS TO

COME

The things we used to think happened
only in foreign countries ruled by dictators can and are happening in our own
country which claims to be democratic and
Christian. But more is yet to happen. We
can expect a prolonged and intense period
of wide-spread disillusionment. There will
be a moral and a spiritual slump as much
greater than any previous post-war slump
as this war is larger and more expensive
than any previous war. Millions of citizens
will be bitter and cynical about everything
from themselves to the United States
Congress and the King of England. There
will be orgies of drunkenness and excessive debaucheries by those who want to
forget it a l l ; there will be disgust and
antagonism toward religion by those who
prayed that their sons might be spared in
battle and that victory might be ours. But

Song in Storm
P. J. Wiebe
Hark! there sounds a song of gladness
Through this world that's filled with strife.
Come ye weary, heavy laden,
Jesus Christ can give you life.
Balsam for the broken-hearted,
Comfort for the weary breast.
Sorrow shall be turned to gladness,
Christ will give you peace and rest.
Have you had financial losses,
Have your loved ones passed away?
Do you think your many trails,
Harder grow from day to day?
Look to Jesus, He can help you,
Drive the darkest clouds away.
He will comfort, He will bless you,
Till there dawn a brighter day.
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ment and old age. There seems to be much
, evidence that we shall have not only universal military conscription but conscription of civilian labor as well. These
policies of regimentation in the post-war
period will be partially the result of war
psychology, partially the result of veterans
pressure groups to hold and expand whatever power and position they can, and partially the result of necessity to guard, supervise and educate the other countries, as
well as to regulate unemployment by
means of public works programs and the
rapid shifting of labor from one area to
another as needed.
It is to be expected that the educational
system in America will become increasingly an instrument of the government. The
educational diet now being fed the public
school children is only one step in the direction to what a thoroughly dominated
state educational system can mean. As in
the European countries which our country
is today fighting and at the same time imitating, the aim of education is to create enthusiastic and loyal followers of Caesar,
not free sons of God and devoted disciples
of Christ.
CHURCH AND STATE

The political state will continue to seek
closer cooperation with the churches, and
if the American pattern follows the European pattern, the State will gradually
seek to subordinate the church to it. The
churches which will refuse to "cooperate"
with the State will naturally come into disfavor with it and the two agencies will be
thrown into open conflict with each other.
Thus we are headed for a period in history
when the Church and the State will once
more be at odds with each other. This is
an old problem, not a new one. The early
Christians faced the problem frankly by
acknowledging that both institutions had
their God-given purpose but that the Christian's first allegiance was to God. Our
Anabaptist forefathers had to endure much
grief and pain to reestablish the doctrine
of separation of church and state and to
win the right to openly give their highest
loyalty to God.
In the face of the moral disillusionment,
the spiritual callousness and the increasingly greater demands of the political state
upon the Christian, it remains to be seen
what the Christian Church, and especially
for one concern, what the Brethren in
Christ Church will do. With a disappointingly large number of our men taking military service and thus renouncing the Biblical doctrine of nonresistance there is no
ground for complacency. On the other
hand, the 2500 young men who have gone
to C.P.S. camps in obedience to Christ and
conscience give us much ground for gratitude.
—M.C.C. Headquarters, Akron, Pa.
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OIL-ILLUMINATING,
LUBRICATING, EXPLOSIVE
H. W. Buckwalier
IL holds a very important place in our
place in our economic system today.
And oil occupies an equally important
place in the Scripture teaching and in the
individual Christian life. Throughout the
Scripture oil is typical of the Holy Ghost.

O

I. ILLUMINATING O I L .

Illuminating oil

minutes behind, came thundering down the
track and plowed into the rear of the standing train. A number of people were killed
and many others injured. At the inquest
the flagman was placed on the stand.
"Did you go back the required distance
and wave your flag:
" I did," he answered.
The engineer was called to the stand and
questioned.
"Did you see the flagman?"
"Yes," he replied.
"Then, why did you not s t o p ? "
" I saw a man gesticulating wildly, but
I could not see any red flag." Then they
went and got the flag that the flagman had
used and showed that in court, and it was
so faded that it could not be called red at
a distance. How many Christians are just
like that faded flag; their Christian life
and testimony has become so faded that
people cannot understand what they mean
and so their testimony and life has no effect for good upon others.
Christianity is hot a passive influence in
the world; it is a light that shows men
their ugliness of sin and the beauty of
holiness. Just as the Son of man in the
Book of Revelation said, "The seven lampstands are the seven churches." They are
the light bearers to usher in a new day for
the millions who are sitting in the shadow
of death. How else are men to find their
way to God, unless we light their path? We
must have the oil of the Holy Ghost with
us so we can be lights.
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tian get along without the oil of the Spirit.
" Let us notice the three things about lubricating oil.
1. It reduces friction. Two pieces of
metal rubbing against each other produce
friction, and friction takes power. More
friction, more power. Friction produces
heat—where it should not be. In the days
of the Model T I had trouble and had to
have a garage man repair it. When he had
made the necessary repairs he said, that all
you need do now to prevent a recurrance
of this trouble is to p u t a drop of oil in the
^generator bearing once every five hundred
miles. Yes, and just a " d r o p " of the oil
of the Holy Ghost will prevent many a
rattling jangle among Christians, and will
reduce friction between brethren. "Behold,
how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity." Psa. 133:1.
And this is made possible only by the Holy
Ghost.
2. Oil will prevent wear. How many
Christians and how many churches have
worn themselves out "trying" to serve the
Lord in their "poor weak way" when they
could have been having "the time of their
life" if they had only first been filled with
the Spirit.
3. Oil increases efficiency. By preventing wear and reducing friction there is
bound to be more power delivered to the
place where it will do the most good instead of being dissipated along the way.
We only need to refer to the revivals of
past and present times to see how it went
when they were all with one accord, because there was no friction and no wearing
out in self effort, but every one was well
oiled with the Spirit and great things were
accomplished for the Lord.

may not be so intelligible to many of our
younger generation in this electrical age,
but for many of the older folks illuminating oil was a common necessity in our
childhood and school-going days. Our
arithmetic problems and our history and
geography lessons were studied under the
light of the old kerosene lamp, and in the
long winter evenings the chores were
often finished with the use of the kerosene
lantern.
The Old Testament Scriptures have
many wonderful lessons about illuminating
oil. One beautiful lesson is found in the
seven-branched candlestick in the tabernacle. This was the only means of illumnnation in the Holy Place. The-oil used in
these lamps was a specially prepared olive
oil and typified the illuminating office of
the Holy Ghost. As the lamp stand held
the oil and thus held up the light, so Jesus said, ''Ye are the light of the world."
Every Spirit filled believer is a light. His
life and conduct, his words, actions and
testimony are the light that tells the world
the joy of the Christian life, and inspires
in others the desire to draw nigh to God. •
But if the "light in thee is darkness,"
III. O I L , EXPLOSIVE. This is dangerous
II. LUBRICATING. Lubricating oil is dehow great is that darkness. This is the
signed to reduce friction, prevent wear, —if not used properly. Some one has said
negative statement of "Ye are the lights of
the world." This is not merely an asser- and increase efficiency. Our modern indus- that the automobile is built up on the extion that the individual has no light. It try cannot get along without it. Neither plosive power of gasoline. When you stop
does not refer to those who have never can the Church nor the individual Chris- to think about it, he was right. The whole
intricate mechanism is designed to take
known the grace of God in salvation. This
care of that power and deliver it in such a
has reference to those who have known the
A Blessing
way that it will roll you over the highway
saving power of God in their lives, but
The Lord bless thee!
at whatever speed you wish, or that the law
whose lives now belie their profession. It
With blessings
manifold,
will permit for the safety of all concerned.
is not merely the absence of light, but the
With treasures new and old,
There you are. There is no limit to the
light that should be light now is turned to
With the rest that shall remain
power of God, and He delights to do the
darkness. Men have been expecting light
After all toil and pain,
impossible, but He must have a thoroughly
on their pathway, encouragement in their
With His unchanging love
prayed up church before He can safely
trials, cheer for their despondancy, help
With wisdom from above,
turn loose that power in revival fire.
in their weaknes, and have not found it.
With His all sufficient grace,
On the other hand they have been plunged
When the disciples were all with one acWith the shining of His face,—
into greater gloom and farther away from
cord in the upper room there was a mighty
The Lord bless thee and keep thee.
help than ever. If the Christian cannot be
explosion, but the disciples were prayed
Through weakness and through fear
an encouragement to those being tried, a
When danger draweth near.
up and in perfect adjustment with the will
cheer to those in discouragement, a comIn His abiding joy
of God so there was a delivery of the power
fort to those in sorrow, or a help to those
No sorroiv can destroy.
where it brought conviction and conversion
living in sin, then his light has not only
In His most perfect' peace
to thousands that day. And so it has been
gone out, but it has turned into darkness.
When fretting care shall cease,
since those days. There has been abundant
There was a disastrous train wreck near
'Neath the shadow of His wing
power whenever there were those who were
Elmira, N. Y. An excursion train was
And from every thing—
in perfect adjustment with the will of God
compelled to stop for some reason or The Lord keep thee.
to use that power.
other. The second section, only a few
—Annie Johnson Flint.
San Francisco, Calif.
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THE CALL AND QUALIFICATIONS
OF MISSIONARIES
Rev. George Edward Epp
HE foreign missionary enterprise, which
Tmovement,
is the world aspect of the Christian
has been undergoing severe criticism. In this materialistic age the opponents of the missionary movement have
claimed that it is a failure. There are
those who say no good can be accomplished in the nonChristian world by the message and life of Jesus Christ. Others claim
it to be a hopeless task to endeavor to lift
the nonChristian world out of its filth,
superstition, ignorance and sin.
It is a' stupenduous task, yet unfinished,
but possible of completion in the name
and power and spirit of our Master, Jesus
Christ. The day of the foreign missionary
is not yet past. The movement is not at an
end. It will go forward to a glorious
triumph. It calls to-day, as ever, for volunteers. The challenge must be met by
many in the complete dedication of time,
talent and life. Only so can the Kingdom
of God come. This challenge is to youth.
It is not afraid of hard things. Youth has
carried this enterprise into the four corners of the earth, and must continue to do
so.
. -.No one should think of becoming a missionary except under the inspiration of the
Holy Ghost. Desire for world travel, observation, experience, scholarship, professional advancement as a doctor, teacher or
linguist, is no call for foreign missionary
service. The love of Christ and love for
dying souls alone is adequate to inspire
the missionary candidate to offer his service. The Church rightfully expects those
who enter its service as missionaries to give
their whole' life to the cause, if the Lord
wills. Some may be lured by the so-called
"romance of missions." First better than
last let it be fixed in your mind that there
is no such thing. Physical hardship and
danger, loneliness, separation from children, rigors and ravages of climate, a
sense of inability to relieve the needs about
one, spiritual burdens, these are the common lot of the missionaries.
QUALIFICATIONS

He must first of all be a sincere ardent
follower of Christ, with a vital personal
experience of salvation, sound in his belief, and faithful in the performance of his
Christian duty anywhere, in a single-hearted, self-sacrificing manner, this goes without saying. His standing should be such
that when his intention is announced the
common sentiment of those who know him
best will be that he is well qualified for the
work. Added thereto are, however, other
qualifications, the possession or lack of
which will make or mar his usefulness.

Physical: We speak first of the physical
qualifications. These by no means weigh
lightly in the choice of a candidate. Youth,
for various reasons, is a prime requisite.
The propective missionary ought as a rule,
to be ready to enter upon active service in
the field when he is not more than thirty
years of age, rather sooner. As one of the
reasons for this, language study needs bwt
to be mentioned. Sound health and the
ability to keep one's body in good condition are qualifications which absolutely
dare not be overlooked. "A sound mind in
a strong body" applies here if anywhere.
The most consecrated spirit which possesses
not the ability to withstand the wear and
tear of climate, the shock of exposure,
hardship, toil and mental strain, cannot
hope for appointment. Every prospective
missionary must give heed to physical
training now. A strong physique must be
built up by daily exercise. Being physically below paf, due to organic weakness or
chronic afflictions, will surely militate
against the candidate. A thorough medical
examination by physicians, designated by
the Board of Missions, is required of each
candidate. Personal hygiene and principals of sanitation will be invaluable to
every missionary.
Intellectual:
We need to-day the best
educated and trained young men and women for our mission stations. The field demands it; the mastering of exceedingly difficult languages, the understanding of nonChristian religions whose devotees he wishes-to win to Christianity, the application of
spiritual truth to different types of minds,
all these things call loudly for the broadest
mental culture. The best general college
and theological training is none too good
for a prospective missionary. High-grade
scholarship is fundamental. A college edu-^
cation, or its equivalent, is required of
every candidate. Particular forms of missionary service may demand specialized
training. General practical knowledge of
all sorts will be a valuable asset to the
missionary in any field.
There is another study to which every
candidate must devote himself wholeheartedly, namely, the study of human nature.
He must learn to know men. He must have
a genius for friendship. His should be the
ability to love even the unlovely because
he has learned to look beneath the surface
and see the soul, with its capabilities of redemption and transformation as Christ
sees it.
Spiritual:
These qualifications are of
chief importance, without them the trained
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powers of body and mind will be futile.
Loyalty to Jesus is the sheet-anchor of the
missionary's life. Times will come when
he will be cut off from all other sources of
strength but that which comes from communion with Christ. Fellowship with God
through daily prayer and Bible study is
essential.
Added to this must be found an undivided loyalty and sincere confidence in the
message of The Book. Robert E. Speer
says, "There is no new Gospel which is desired on the mission field. No men are
wanted who have lost hold of the divine
Christ, the cross of Calvary and the holiness of God." A thorough knowledge of
that Book and its message for man is of
supreme importance. Every missionary
should have some special Bible training no
matter what form of service he may engage
in.
The missionary must be an approved
soul winner. If he has not loved souls and
tried to win them at home he can hardly
be sure of a call to a foreign field, and
unless he has had some experience in this
glorious work here, there is an essential
qualification missing.
General: There are certain other general
qualifications which cannot be over-looked.
A fine Christian optimism is one of them.
Not that blustering, blundering kind of
optimism, but one that believes in the adequacy of the Gospel to meet every need
and that God's plan of redemption will
ultimately triumph. With executive ability
must be coupled self-control, humility, tact
and adaptability. Of course, it must not be
thought that any one candidate is expected
to combine all these qualifications, that
would be expecting too much. Such a one
would be an ideal missionary and would,
without doubt, also possess that indispensable qualification, the ability to. live and
work well with others.
Dr. Judson has fitly summed up the entire subject of missionary qualifications by
saying,—"Humble, quiet, persevering men,
—men of sound sterling talents, of decent
accomplishments and some natural aptitude to acquire languages, men of an
amiable and yielding temper, willing to
take the lowest place, to be the last of all
and the servants of all, men who live near
to God and are willing to suffer all things
for Christ's sake without being proud of
it—these are the men we need.
—Evangelical Missonary

World.

Have you had a kindness shown,
Pass it on.
'Twas not given for thee alone,
Pass it on.
Let it travel down the years,
Let it wipe another's tears,
Till in heaven the deed appears,
Pass it on.
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Foreign
Sikalongo Notes
PIRITUAL—All have rejoiced in the return to God of Muchindu Moono, former teacher. His confession showed him to
be a changed man. "Does a term in jail
bring forgiveness for sins?" "No," answered Muchindu, "1 have been in jail and
was troubled then and afterwards. Only
God can give peace to the sinner." But
Satan is not giving up his prey without a
fight; Muchindu and his family need our
prayers.
We were also thankful for the testimony
of Joshua after his wife's death. Heathen
friends and relatives wished to carry out
customary rites. "Will these ceremonies
bring back my wife?" asked Joshua. "If
so, I shall follow them; but if not, I shall
not follow foolishness." There was no answer. Two backsliders upheld him in his
convictions. "All that I have belongs to
God for I am His. I hope s,ome day to go
to Him." Such is the testimony of one
simple, barely literate African brother.
. I have been appreciating the freedom in
testimony and prayer at Sikalongo. The
Gospel is preached and if people leave this
place without receiving it, their condition
is sadder than if they had never heard.
One of the missionaries said, "Muchindu's return should warn against discouragement in prayer for our people. I had
said that Muchindu seems hopeless, we
might as well pray for someone else." May
we all learn the same lesson.
SCHOOL—School closed a week before
Christmas and reopened five weeks later,
with most of the boys back and ready for
work. A few were delayed by flooded
rivers or illness, and several did not return. One joined the Native regiment and
several others slipped off to the South for
work.
One teacher of last term has left and the
one who came to take his place stayed only
a few days. Sister Eyster and two of the
other teachers are doing the work he was
to have done.
FARM—Much time has been spent in
planting and cultivating the fields and gardens. Since the middle of December there
have been heavy rains and little sunshine,
giving promise of only a light mealie harvest, but it has been good weather for growing sweet potatoes. There will always be
sufficient for those whose trust is in God.

S

The dam, strengthened last year, has
withstood this year's floods, and we had
nearly six and a half inches of rain in one
night. We are thankful for this dam as it
retains a supply of water for the dry seapermits can be secured, to have water
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son. And now we hope, if materials and
piped to the house.
The question of extension of the lease
has again come up. Shall we be required
to give up half the farm and limit ourselvesHo the hundred acres the Government
is now willing to grant? May God's will
be done in this matter.
»
MEDICAL—People continue to come up,
from the Valley (Zambezi) for injections
for yaws. Many have been helped physically. Let us pray that they may receive
health of soul as well. We know that God
will not allow His Word to return unto
Himself void.
SOCIAL—A visit to the Pilgrim Holiness
Church friends and fellowship with them
in their; work brought encouragement.
While the Brethren went to Matopo for the
Executive Board meeting, the Macha Sisters were with us. Later we went to Macha
for a special baptismal service and before
returning spent a few days at the farm of
an old Mission friend.
GENERAL—Heavy rains have turned the
beautiful lawns and gardens of November
and early December into a wilderness.
Crossing rivers is difficult and twice we
have had to walk the last mile while oxen
were brought from the station to pull out
the car and trailer.
We are thankful for good health on the
part of all and for the grace and mercy
of God to us. At the best we are unprofitable servants, but God has chosen the weak
things of this world to confound the
mighty. We would be channels unclogged
through which the Holy Spirit can work.
"Eyes off ourselves and on Jesus, He the
source of all strength, spiritual and physical," as a friend wrote in a letter.
I am thankful for better physical and
spiritual health, for the prayers and love
and understanding of my brethren and sisters, and for God's dealings with me. I am
the Lord's and that satisfies.
Your sister in Christ,
Elizabeth Engle.
BRETHREN, PRAY FOR US1.

Highlights
February

and March at

Barjora

EBRUARY 1. Bro. Buckwalter alone at
Barjora. Sr. Buckwalter is in Motihari
with friends of the Regions Beyond Mission. She is recuperating after minor
operation.
Feb. 4. Bro. Buckwalter shares joy of
Prayer Day at Madhipura with other mis-
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sionaries. From there he goes to Motihari
to bring Sr. Buckwalter home.
Feb. 9. Bro. Buckwalter arrives home
while Sr. Buckwalter rests a few days in
Sarharsa before returning.
Feb. 11. Sr. Buckwalter returns rather
tired after a long ox-cart ride, but glad to
be home once again.
Feb. 14. Home mail is coming in. How
good it is to receive news from a "far
country."
Feb. 16. Excellent attendance in Prayer
Meeting. Bro. Buckwalter speaks. (Morning prayers well attended also). This encourages our hearts.
Feb. 18. Bro. Buckwalter shoots a bluebull (a large b u c k ) . Now we will have
meat once again. There is great excitement
on the compound.
Feb. 19. We send a leg of venison to
Saharsa and Madhipura each, can 16 qts.
and 7 pts. and divide out the rest to the
orphanage and the Christians. Everyone is
rejoicing.
Feb. 20. Sunday services well attended
again. The Lord meets with us, both in the
Hindi service and the English service in
Dumaria. On our return home across the
jungles we have a beautiful view of Mt.
Everest and Kinchenjunga ranges.
The
sunset on them is marvelous. How great is
God's handiwork!
Feb. 24. Bro. Buckwalter and Billy Kemen attend the religious fair at Singeswar.
They meet Bro. Engle and Bishop Dick
there.
Feb. 27. Sr. Buckwalter's birthday. We
attend both morning and evening services
in Barjora instead of going to Dumaria.
Mar. 1. Fanny Crosby evening prayer
meeting. We sing her songs and listen to
an inspiring account of her life. May we
be devoted and consecrated to the Lord as
she was.
Mar. 3. Prayer Day. We enjoyed a good
season of prayer at noon and in the evening again. The Lord does hear and answer. Praise His name.
Mar. 7. Sr. Buckwalter has to see the
District Magistarate so leaves for Madhipura. She fails to contact him at the court
so goes on to Saharsa for a few days.
Mar. 9-10. "Holi," a Hindu festival, the
most obscene of their "religious" days. We
stay close at home during this time to escape the red coloring and dust which the
Hindus throw without regard to person,
race or creed. What a contrast is the "pure
religion and undefiled," found alone
through the precious blood of Jesus our
Saviour.
Mar. 1 1 . Sr. Buckwalter returns home
after transacting her business. She is accompanied by Bish. Dick.
Mar. 12. Bish. Dick brings two inspiring messages today. We certainly appreciate having him with us.
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January, school re-opened for another year.
Stirrings of the Spirit in Bihar
We have 200 in the Girls' Boarding School
Leoda Buckwalter
at Mtshabezi
this year. Even so, we had to refuse a large
number more who applied. Many of these, •
F. Mabel. Frey
HIS evening I read with interest and
however, were for Std. Ill, and even though
heart yearnings of an awakening
they could no longer learn at their school,
o CLOTHES, BUT OFFERINGS.
Several
they could go to an outschool where Std. among the - Chamars (low-cast group)
times during the month of December, Ill is now taught. Others were from other around Chapra in N. Bihar. This article
we noticed that Naka Elizabeta was not at • societies. This year we have only Stas. IV, was written by Ruth Schoonmaker, a friend
church. Upon inquiries as to the reason, V, and V I in the Girls' Boarding School. of mine from school days in Queens Hill,
the answers given seemed rather vague. No, The numbers who come from the outsta- Darjeeling. She tells of an intensive vilshe was not sick. She was just at home. tions are increasing by leaps and bounds, lage campaign among the low-cast people.
Finally, someone was sent over to the kraal but we really are not adequately equipped A ten day camp was established in one of
to find out the real reason, which was that to care for even all in our charge this year. the large villages. Night meetings were
she had nothing but rags to wear and was Yet, dare we turn away those from our own held and well attended. Four main points
ashamed to come thus. She is a member, schools, many of them members, and of salvation were stressed: What is sin?
and recently when her heathen husband other children of our own members? Do Ahe results of sin; Redemption from sin;
had given her a little money, she had sent pray that God will make a way for the How Christ can live in our hearts. These
it for offerings rather than spending it on coming year, as the numbers will most like- messages were presented in the vernacular
herself.
ly be larger than ever. If we refuse them, and were illustrated graphically on the
they
will most likley be lost to the church. flannelette board. At the end of the series
We felt that something ought to be done
an opportunity was given to make public
SPECIAL
PRAYER. Please remember in
for her, and accordingly, a dress of rather
confession of sin and acceptance of Christ.
serviceable material was made for her. special prayer the following:
I quote from the article, "It is hard to deWas she pleased! Even her heathen hus1. Naka Elizabeta, her husband and scribe the inexpressible thrill that was ours
band thanked, and we have noticed that
family.
as we witnessed these depressed, illiterate
now she wears more than just what we gave
souls stand to their feet—sometimes three
2.
The
believers,
that
they
may
be
her. Perhaps her husband became ashamed
or four at a time, and publicly confess
strengthened
to
stand
against
all
the
and bought her something more. Rememtheir sins and later testify to the joy of a
fiery
darts
of
the
evil
one,
including
ber Naka Elizabeta in prayer. She is the
clean heart. I could not believe it was Inthat of witchcraft.
first wife of Mangisi Sibanda, and her life
3. The work here at Mtshabezi—that dia! . . . Those days were days of victory
has been made difficult by the hardness of
either we may be equipped to take in and exultation, as we went from home to
her sinful husband.
the ever-increasing number of girls, home and amid the strains of "Jai Prabu
WITCHCRAFT. There have been a number
or else that God will provide for them Yisu" (Victory to the Lord Jesus) witnessof .instances recently to remind us anew of
ed the head of each family smash down the
in some other way.
how deeply-rooted the fear of witchcraft is
heathen altar and its images. One of the
4. The missionaries—that we may be
amongst so many. If someone becomes ill,
last houses to be reached was that of Mastrong in the power of His might, thura, who had been formerly considered
he thinks he is bewitched by someone else,
ever keeping our eyes on Him.
sometimes by a near relative even. If there
the religious leader of the group. Although

December, January, February

T

N

is trouble of another kind, he begins to
wonder who is bringing it all upon him or
upon his people. We thank God for the
sermons which have gone forth recently
showing the power of God to deliver even
from this. Oh, for more such messages,
and for hearts which will catch a new
glimpse of the almightiness of our God,
that they may be able to realize that our
God is able—yes, able to take care of them
if they will but trust in him, no matter
how strong the temptation may be to seek
remedies in a witchdoctor. Do pray that
God may give glorious victory over these
subtle inroads of the enemy.
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Little Hands
Olivia C. Campbell

Simeon saw the baby Jesus lie,
And knew that He had brought salvation
nigh;
A Saviour and a bright light shining forth,
For Israel's consolation blessed the families of the earth;
Deliverance placed in baby hands so weak.
SR. KAUFFMAN. During January Sr. Yet Simeon exulted, knowing God His
Kauffman returned from Macha. We are
Word would keep.
thankful to have her back with us once
more to take up her medical duties here,
and pray that God will once again make The little hands before our eyes today,
her a great blessing in the work at this The Father still can use to point the Truth,
place.
the Way;
RAINFALL. The rainfall up to the end
Committed to His care, they still can be
of January was only 6.89 inches. Since Made strong and wise and kingdom glories
then, however, we have had abundant rains,
see.
for which we thank God. If they continue,
Give
Him your hands to use for Him tothere are at least fair prospects for a late
day—
crop. The rainfall to the end of February
is 16.15 inches.
He'll guide your little hands in work and
OPENING O F SCHOOL. Near the end of
play.

showing no evidence of outward opposition, he had failed to make any public
stand for Christ. He was found sitting in
the doorway. T h e altar could be clearly
seen and by it a few images of worship.
Mrs. Kinder questioned him as to what he
was going to do about it. Without a word
he smashed the altar to pieces and gave her
the images."
As a result of these meetings 150 of this
group publicly accepted the Lord Jesus
Christ and were baptized. This district is
not far from ours. We thank God He is
working among them. But how about our
district? Cannot God do the same for us?
This is the burden of all your missionary
group. Brethren and sisters let us redouble our efforts in prayer and intercession for North Bhagalpur District. God
grant that very soon we too in answer to
these prayers may see numbers leave all to
follow Him.
"Now I beseech you, brethren,

for the

LORD JESUS CHRIST'S sake, and for the love

of the Spirit, that ye strive together WITH
me in your prayers to God FOR me; that I
may be delivered." Romans 15:30.
1 m%m

«

A surrendered life is guaranteed to be a
successful life.
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knees and call for help. Beloved, do you
know that there are times in this world
when the most infidel and the most GodSeth C. Rees
•
•
hating pray? Sometimes they are loath to
confess it, but they do. If you are here toversalists,
and
all
those
who
propagate
(Sermon Preached at Salvation Park
heresy, theosophy, Christian Science, and night, under this tent, I want to say to you,
Campmeeting, June, 1904)
everything else that is antagonistic to the Sir, the time will come when you will pray.
Reported by B. S. ,
Bible. Representatives of Harvard, Yale, Men's hearts fail them for fear, and they
" A ND I beheld when He had opened the Amherst, Brown, Oxford, the great institu- do pray. Men profess to be atheists, they
* \ sixth seal, and lo, there was a great tions of learning that nearly everybody profess to deny Christ but they have had
earthquake; and the sun became as black thinks are so wonderful will be at prayer their secret times of praying, and certain
as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became meeting. The Bible says so. The Bible is circumstances bring their prayers to the
as blood.
true. The poor will be there, slaves will be public. I have been in a few places where
people pray.
And the stars of Heaven fell unto the there, outcasts of every description.
earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimeI was on the train one day when it left
That will be a vast assembly where men
ly figs, when she is shaken of a mighty will pray. There are not many people who the track and took to the ditch. That is a
wind.
know how to pray now. The most of the place where people always pray.
I was in a cyclone once; that is a place
And the heavens departed as a scroll pastors have a very few people whom they
when it is rolled together; and every moun- can classify as "praying members." These where people always pray.
tain and island were moved out of their are times when our institutions called "reI have been in a storm at sea; that is a
places.
ligious" have active and non active mem- place where people always pray. There
And the kings of the earth, and the great bers, praying and non praying members. are times when the most brave, and couramen, and the rich men, and the chief cap- Many a pastor of a congregation of three geous and God-defying, fall on their knees
tains, and the mighty men, and every bond- or four hundred members could count all and pray.
man, and every freeman, hid themselves in his praying members on the fingers of one
A few years ago I lived in a Hoosier
the dens and in the rocks of the moun- hand, and would hardly dare to call on a city where some bankers and business men
tains ;
man publicly to pray for fear he would were most defiant and said they did not beAnd said to the mountains and rocks. decline. These are days when people want lieve in prayer. They never prayed. One
to hire a man to pray for them, and they sultry afternoon about two o'clock it apFall on us and hide us from the face of
Him that sitteth on the throne, and from are satisfied with a substitute, but, sir, peared to everybody who had any sense
there is a day coming, when they cannot that in about three minutes a cyclone would
the wrath of the Lamb:
For the great day of His wrath is come hire a man to pray for them. Everybody strike the city. Some of those bankers were
and who shall be able to stand."—Rev. will be occupied. There will be no way to in the street, and they fell on their knees
secure any assistance. Everybody is going on the sidewalk and prayed and cried to
6:12.17.
This opening of the sixth seal is the an- to pray. There are a great many people God to spare the city.
nouncement of the last great prayer meet- who do not believe in prayer, but everyWhen God pressed a button and shook
ing that will ever be held—the largest body will believe in it then. Everybody Charlestown, S. C , just a little a few years
prayer meeting in all the universe. It is will be engaged in it then. We have some ago,-just enough to let people know that
the announcement of the time when vast very boastful people in these days who say He is God, brave men, courageous men, demultitudes will come together; multiplied they do not believe in prayer, but they will
fiant men fell in the street and cried to
millions will assemble, the nations of the believe in it then. They will drop on their God. Men that said there was no God,
earth with their kings, and princes, and
called upon His name for mercy.
lords, and governors, and sheriffs, - their
I was walking along the streets of Chisenators, and congressmen, representatives,
cago one morning, when suddenly two eleConverse
their mighty' millionaires, their men of
vated trains, just over my head, came tostrength, men of renown, prize fighters, the
gether with an awful crash. Pieces of the
/
.
L.
Long
high and the low, the rich and the poor,
wreckage fell on the street about me, and I
the black and the white, all classes will as- Come ye yourselves apart and rest awhile, heard screams and cries and groans. I ran
semble toegther at one great prayer meet- Weary, I know it, of the press and throng; upstairs and they were carrying out the
ing.
Wipe from your brow the sweat and dust wounded and dying, policemen were there
with tearful eyes and white faces, the paPrayer meetings are about the smallest
of toil,
meetings that are held now. There are very And in my quiet strength again be strong. trols and ambulances were there, everybody
was screaming and crying and praying. It
few who go to prayer meeting. It is a very
rare thing if a king ever comes, but there Come tell me all that ye have said and was a time to pray.
will be kings at this one. Presidents and
You may say tonight that you are not
done,
governors do not often frequent the prayer Your victories and failures, hopes and going to that altar, that those fanatics canroom, but they will be present on this ocnot get you, but sometime you will pray.
fears;
casion. Millionaires seldom go to prayer I know how hardly souls are woo'd and You may not be in a railroad wreck, you
meetings now, but they will be there. The
may not be in a cyclone, you may not be
won
nobles of earth, the men that the nations My choicest wreaths are always wet with on your death-bed, you may never have a
bow down to, will all be at prayer meeting.
death bed, you may be launched into etertears.
That will be a great day.
nity without a moment's warning. But there
A great many people have thought that Then fresh, from converse with your Lord is coming a GREAT PRAYER MEETING that
you will attend. You will be there with the
return
this occasion would be an assembly largely
vast assemblies of the nations that have
And
ivork
till
daylight
soften
into
ev'n;
of the poor, of the bums and thugs and
harlots and outcasts of earth, but it will be The brief hours are not lost in which ye forgotten God, and you will join in that
awful hour, in prayer.
a vast assembly of respectability. The replearn
To some pi us these things are very real;
resentatives of our great institutions of More of your Master and His rest in
we believe them most fully; they impress
learning will be there. All infidels, all UniHeaven.—Selected.

THE LAST PRAYER

MEETING
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us most profoundly. To some of us it
seems awful for people to sin against God.
To some of us it seems appalling for people to be damned and go to hell right
under our noses. Some of us are concerned lest somebody should slip through
our fingers to a devil's hell. God help us
to be at our very best for Him, to be at
our very best in saving the lost. I have
seen enough people die and go to hell to
make me know that hell is awful, hell is
real. I have seen enough people die testifying with their last breath that they were
damned in hell forever so that I do not
want to be present any more when people
die without God, without hope. 0 sir, I
have seen some of the very classes spoken
of in my text. I have seen them stand on
the very threshold of eternity and declare
they were lost! lost forever! Ordinarily
you believe what people say when they are
dying. Ordinarily you expect people to
tell the truth in such an hour as that. I
have seen enough people die telling me
they were going to hell to make me know it
is perfectly awful, and to me the loss of
damned souls in the infernal city is something as real as salvation, as real as Heaven. It is awful beyond comparison; it is
awful beyond description. God help us to
see it tonight.
'
I saw a rich man die; at least one who
had been a rich man; a man who had been
looked up to, a man who held the respect
of everybody far and near. He was a man
whose friendship was coveted. People
thought it was something worth having to
have his acquaintance and friendship. I
saw him under conviction. I saw him in a
great revival meeting where there were two
thousand people and where six hundred
were seeking God at one time. I heard
preachers talking to him. His pious wife
pled with him to turn to God. But he had
money; he had influence; he had friends
who had money, and the world seemed to
be his god. He turned away from that
great revival, that great outpouring of
grace, unsaved. He turned away to eternal
darkness. Some months later his money
was gone, his friends had failed. The Doctor drove by one night and said. "Mr. Rees.
our friend is dying, won't you go over and
see h i m ? " The doctor was unsaved himself, but he was not willing to see that man
go into eternity unprepared with nobody
to pray for him. We drove to his home—a
beautiful home—and entered his chamber
I found him in the very jaws of death. At
the first sight of him I saw that his chance
was gone; his case was hopeless; but for
the sake of his heart-broken and screaming
wife, for her pleading I bent over him and
said. "My brother, can you p r a y ? " Sir, I
am telling you the honest truth, he whispered to me, "when I attempt to pray, hell
is pressing me down."
He dropped his
hand on his chest, and in a short time he
was dead. Sir, if ever I felt the Holy Ghost
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sitting at my table only half a square away
in a meeting, if ever I felt the presence of
angels near when a saint was going home from him home when I heard a scream,
to Heaven; on this occasion I felt the pres- " something I knew was not earthlv. I was
ence of blackwinged demons in that cham- the first into his place of business, and the
ber of death to convey his damned spirit to only one present when he died. He dropped on the floor and in less than two minthe confines of eternal despair.
I saw another representative of the class utes was in hell, and I want to say to you,
mentioned here, die, I saw a merchant die; Sir, that the presence of damned spirits
a merchant that had run his course of suc- was so real to me for hours and for days
cess, and had accomplished his purpose in that I said to my wife, "I do not want
the world as far as anybody could see, but anybody to die and go to hell again so
he was without God and without hope. He near our house." It semed to me the very
listened like men listen tonight. He heard atmosphere was loaded with brimstone for
the Gospel message again and again. He days. You may call it imagination, but to
was invited to come to Christ, but he re- some of us it is very real. It will be real
jected him. I remember the day he drop- "to you some day. There is a God,/there is a
ped into hell. One of my most saintly Heaven, there is a devil, there is a hell.
members felt Divinely impressed to call Sin is sin, and sin is awful. Life without
upon him and warn him to flee the wrath God is awful, and as sure as God is God,
to come. She went and delivered the mes- people that die without Christ and salvasage and gave him the warning. He was tion, even if they are your own children,
not disrespectful, but he treated the sub- even if they are my dear relatives, will be
ject with indifference, and turned away to damned in hell forever. It is folly to conclude that all our relatives are going to
his merchandise. My saintly sister walked
Heaven.
If everybody's relatives are going
about five blocks when somebody came
running after her. In the meantime I was to Heaven we had just as well quit preaching. Your children are in danger. Your
friends and relatives will be damned in
hell forever unless they are saved through
Jesus Christ.

He is Coming!
John

Booth

He is coming! He is coming!
Our long-looked-for,
absent Lord!
He is coming for His people.
As He promised in His Word.
He is coming!
He is coming!
Don't you feel that He is near?
He is on the very
threshold.
Soon His voice will greet your ear.
Fie is coming!
0 what rapture!
Our beloved One is near.
He is coming!
He is coming!
Soon His loving voice we'll hear.
He is coming!
Are YOU ready?
Is your lamp all trimmed and bright?
Are you waiting for the morning?
Are you looking toward the light?
He is coming!
He is coming!
Hark His footsteps drawing near!
How it thrills your very being.
As you list His voice to hear!
ho. the eastern sky is glowing,
Soon, the glorious day will break,
Soon He'll burst upon our vision;—
0, ye sleeping saints, awake!
Soon the "trump of God" will call us.
Soon we'll meet Him in the air,—
Him, the altogether
lovely.
And the fairest of the fair.
He is coming!
He is coming!
Cast the shades of night away!
He is coming!
Our Beloved!
Dawns at last the glorious day.
Selected.

I have seen a church member die.
Church members will be there in great
numbers. This woman was a member of
my congregation during the two years of
my pastorate at that place. She was not a
young woman, she was eighty years old.
She was not in sympathy with revivals,
she had never helped us in one. She had
been a member of the church for eighty
years. You may be a member of the church
tonight, you may be a preacher of the Gospel and be damned in the pit forever. I
warn you tonight. Church membership, the
ordinance of baptism or any other ordinance, resolutions of self control or any
other kind will never save you. It will take
the blood of Jesus Christ and the fire of
the Holy Ghost to take sin out of your being so you can escape hell. This woman's
daughter sent for me; I hurried to their
home. It was the best home in the community. People think if they can get a little money together and have something to
leave to their children they have done well.
Do you know, Sir, the people from the best
homes in this country, most of them are on
their way to hell? Those who have the finest homes, the best families on our Boulevards and Avenues, many of them are on
their road to a devil's hell, because they
reject Jesus Christ. God's only Son. and the
sinner's only hope. The Lord help us to
not get carried away with a lot of folderol
ah^nt good people being saved without salvation. Good people are not saved because
they are moral. It is salvation through the
blood of Jesus Christ alone, or damnation
in hell forever.
(Continued in next issue)
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CHRISTIAN PERFECTION
N. T. Franklin
S we enter upon this mementous question we feel like asking God's grace.
First, what is Christian perfection? A
soul free from sin and full of the Holy
Ghost. Jesus said, "Blessed are the pure
in heart," "Love is the fulfilling of the
law." In justification our transgressions
(sins) are pardoned; in sanctification sin
is removed. In the M. E. catechism the
question is asked, "What is entire sanctification?" Answer: "The state of being entirely cleansed from sin."
In the regenerate there is life: in perfect
love there is death to sin and self and depravity.
Our depraved nature is the result of sin
and therefore needs to be cleansed, not
pardoned. Does one, just saved, often feel
like that sin is all taken out? Yes, it is
very natural. When one has passed from
death unto life, from darkness into light,
and the inflowing of love divine comes in,
one easily imagines that sin (depravity) is
gone. But sooner or later he feels a conflict of the flesh against the spirit and the
spirit against the flesh, and not having an
understanding of God's Word, He fails to
consecrate all to God, and like the poet,
thinks he must go on at this poor dying
rate. Oh, may God help us-as ministers to
preach the Word, first, getting the experience and then teaching it as a doctrine of
Jesus.
Many stumble when we talk about perfection. So we want to say that Christian
perfection is not absolute perfection;
there is neither angel nor man that can attain to it. Here many have made .shipwreck of themselves and kept many from
seeking the experience. Only wholly sanctified still needs the atonement; in this he
is still dependent on Christ as the branches
are on the vine, and when this faith ceases
the union with Christ is severed. None feel
their need of Christ more than the one who
is wholly sanctified. It requires the same
power to sustain life as to create it. So it
takes the same Christ to keep a soul as to
cleanse it. Holiness is never imputed but
imparted.
Christ's righteousness never
covers a corrupt nature. It is heresy to
trust in Christ's imputed righteousness, instead of seeking holiness through the
blood, and becoming partakers of HIS holiness. T h e Lord said, "be ye holy for I
am holy." Then if our perfection is in
Christ (and it is) we need Him in our soul,
body and spirit.
. -*

tainly we grow in grace from the moment
that God for Christ's sake forgiyes our sins,
but one made perfect in love grows much
faster, because that striving of which Paul
spake, of the "flesh against the spirit" is
gone. When the seed is all out of the garden there can be no weeds, and the growth
will be more vigorous. So the sanctified
has stronger faith, clearer vision because
the seed is removed, and he dwells in the
atmosphere of the Holy Ghost. When perfect cleansing is obtained there will be no
more increase of purity, but there is an increase of love and of the graces, and will
be until Jesus comes. Perfect love does not
exempt from temptation, but there is no
inclination to sin in any way. The devil
tempts from without but there is no temptation within, bless God.
Christian perfection does not remove
our infirmities but they are not sin. While
they may be very annoying, they are not
sin; so they are among all things which by
the grace of God shall work for our good.
We often fail in judgment and understanding and make many mistakes, but we can

The Apostle could testify, " I am crucified with Christ, nevertheless I live, yet not
I, but Christ liveth in me." He becomes
our life.
We cannot grow into the experience of
perfect love. We are to be cleansed. Cer-

0 Lord! Pour out thy Spirit on my soul!
My will, mv temper, and my tongue
control;
1 ead me through life to glorify thy grace.
And after death to see thee face to face.
E. S.

A

A True Christian's Prayer
Mv God. in me thy mighty power exert,
Enlighten, comfort, sanctify my heart;
Sweeten mv temper, and subdue my will.
Make me like Jesus, with thy Spirit fill.
I want
I want
1 want
Avoid

to b've on earth a life of faith;
to credit all the Bible saith;
to imitate my Saviour's life,
lightness, gloom, and sinful strife.

I want to bring poor sinners to thy throne.
1 want to love and honor Christ alone;
I want to feel the Spirit's inward power.
And stand prepared for death's important
hour
I want a meek, a gentle, quiet frame.
A heart that glows with love to Jesus'
Name
J want, a living sacrifice to be,
To Him. who died a sacrifice for me;
I want, to do whatever
J want a heart to burn
I want to' be what
commands
And leave myself, my
hands.

God requires:
with pure desires.
Christ my Lord
all, in his dear
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conquer through Christ. There are many
that make mistakes on this line. Some call
all infirmities sin, others call sin only infirmities. So we need yet to pray with the
poet "More love to thee, oh Christ."
We are to love God with all our soul,
heart, mind and strength, and to walk in
His way, according to our ability. This is
required from all saints.
Some may ask, how can I know if I enjoy the blessing of perfect love? It is perfect in QUALITY and QUANTITY and is con-

stant. It casts our fear, makes us rejoice at
all times and keeps us continually looking
for Jesus to come in the clouds of heaven
to gather His saints.
(Taken from Evangelical Visitor, 1902, Volume XVI, and submitted for reprinting. The
author of this article is now 85 years old.)

The Best Work After Fifty
Today, men in executive positions are
interested in young men with physical
and intellectual vigor, and rightly so perhaps, because the problems of tomorrow
will rest largely upon their shoulders.
But, men with years of training and experience are the gyroscopes of any organization. Strange as it may seem, according to history, man does his best work
after fifty years of age.
Voltaire, the French poet and philosopher, did his best work after fifty, and
at eighty-four produced his master-piece.
Gladstone, that grand old English
Statesman, was a potential figure in the
political and educational life of Great
Britain when he was eighty years of age.
Goethe, no doubt the greatest modern
poet of Germany, wrote the first part of
"Faust" when fifty-six, and the second
part when he was eighty-two.
Jules Verne, author, gave to the world
some of his best stories when past seventy.
Noah Webster, when between sixty and
seventy performed the Herculean task
of his life in the production of his dictionary.
Bacon, whose works are widely read
and universally admired, was sixty years
of age before he arrived at the full maturity of his genius.
Socrates, a leader of Greek thought and
culture, gave to the world his wisest
sayings at the age of sixty-eight.
Victor Hugo, foremost man of letters
of his time, wrote "Les Miserables" when
sixty years of age.
Ralph Waldo Emerson. American essaysst, poet and philosopher produced his
"Conduct of Life" at fifty-nine.
Philip Brooks, was one of the world's
most powerful figures in the religious
and intellectual world when he was sixty.
Plato was a pupil until he was fifty,
and did not begin to teach until past that
age.—The Log.

